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College Judicial System Procedures
Provide Continuity and Consistency
by Louise Blum

changes
have been
wrought in the revised Judicial
System set to appear in .the
pending Code of Social Responsibility. As a result of the collaboration of three groups, the Judicial
Board, the Herring Committee,
and a Campus Council subcommittee, membership on the
Board has been altered, procedure
has been'
and the
recommendations of the Report on
Student Conduct have been investigated and acted upon.
The number of voting students
has been increased from 'eight to
ten, while the number of representatives from the faculty and the
administration was kept constant at
four and two respectively. In
addition, there will also be a group
of hearing counsels who will rotate
so that a different one will function
at each case, thus ensuring diversity of representation. The duty of
the hearing counsel will be to
explain the charge and clarify the
facts in cases involving violations of
the Code of Conduct In instances
where a violation of the Code of
Academic Integrity has occured,
however, a referee will be involved
rather than the- - hearing counsel.
Terms will no longer be of one
year duration. Instead, all will last
two years, thus eliminating the
current confusion that ensues
when all the members of the board
are new at the same time. This
way, half the Board will always be
experienced and there will be no
problems resulting form a lack of
Many

--

re-evaluat-

ed,

understanding as to the function
and procedure of the Board.
The Judicial Board has been
accused of inconsistency in their
methods of dealing with similar
crimes. In an effort to combat this,
President Copeland has requested
that the Board write up a rationale
on each case to be kept on file for
future reference. One other factor
singled out by the Herring Report
as a potential detriment to consistency was the fact that the
procedure has not been permanent, but rather changed from
yhear to year. Now, however, a
definite procedure has been established as a permanent part of the
Judicial System.
Jim Bregman, current chairperson of the Judicial Board,
emphasized a point that has
perhaps been overlooked-thfact
that the Herring Committee studied the Board of two or three years
ago, since which time a few of the
criticisms made have already been
remedied. In response to the claim
that the membership is not diverse
enough to adequately represent
the student body, Bregman replied
that this is no longer the case. He
feels that the Board's members are
representative of - campus lifer -having for example independents
as well as club and section
members. He also contends that,
based on his own observation, the
Board is not "stacked" in any way,
although he admits that there are
undoubtedly v those who would
disagree with him.
The Board
has remained
e

adamant in its refusal to make
hearings public for several reasons,
the main one being that such an
action would violate the rights of
the accused. Bregman stressed that
there is "some question as to the
Family Rights and Privacy Act can
it legally be done?" Aside from the
question of privacy, there remains,
Bregman asserted, "the factor of
intimidation." Students could be
less willing to act as witnesses if
surrounded by a group of friends
of the accused or . accusor. In
addition to this, Bregman continued, rumors have a tendency to
spread and become amplified and
"a person's reputation could be
endangered" by just being at the
hearing.
Although public hearings could
be beneficial for the students in
some aspects, as they would be
guaranteed fair treatment, it is the
opinion of the Board that the
detriment of such an action would
far outweigh its benefits.

Hopefully,

52-5- 0

long-rang- e

Wittenberg's junior guard Brian
Agler with four seconds remaining
on the dock gave Wittenberg its
only lead of the game. The Scots
had successfully ran a
stall for over eight minutes before
a turnover with 1:18 left in the
game gave Wittenberg a chance
for the final shot.
It was a heartbreaking way to
end a phenomenal year for the
Scots, as they finished the season
with a 22-- record The 22 wins is
second only to the 23 wins of the
four-corn-

er

6

1970-Z-l
Wooster team in
Wooster's 78 year basketball

history.

The Scots bounced back after
the Ion of senior starter Fred
game
Baker in the second-to-laof the regular season to play some
of their finest basketbaB in the
OAC tournament After beating
Kenyan 1C2-6-3 in. the opening
round, the Scots beat Mount
st

Union fast Friday

Wallace

94-7-

9.

at Baldwin.

then beat

Heidelberg the following night
to - set the stage for the
showdown against Wittenberg.
Against Mount Union, seniors
Sam Dixon and Randy Backus
sparked the Scots. Backus had a
career high of 21 points on a
shooting night while Dixon
added 17 points and five assists.
Dixon had four steals and Backus
82-5- 0

10-for-1-

3

made five.
Freshman Gib Tecca enjoyed
one of his finer games with 15
points and' a game-higten
rebounds. Dick Altman and Jim
h

""""""

these carefully

College's

Judicial

System

will

serve to alleviate its alleged
inefficiency and render it better
able to serve the needs of the
"students.

DR. MELVIN CALVIN will be presenting a convocation
address on "Chemistry and Social Change" March 29 at 8:15 in
McGaw. Dr. Calvin was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1961
for work done in photosynthesis. He will also be the keynote
speaker for the SAMCRAS meeting.
.

Foreign Recruitment Ethical
by Martha Oesch

In the midst of overseas recruiting scandals faced by many
colleges today, Wooster's recruit- -

Burns

were also

double-figur- e

scorers with

13 and 10
respectively.
The Scots lost their chance to
avenge an early season loss to
Baldwin-Wallac-e
when the Yellow
Jackets were upset by Heidelberg
Friday night. Heidelberg is the
tallest team in the OAC but, as in
the regular season game when the
Scots won by 17, Wooster was
able to compensate for their lack
of height with quickness and a
running offense.
cont'd, on pg. 7

ment program is unique and
strictly professional. With enrollment decreasing and financial
difficulties increasing .many US
colleges and universities have in
the past few years gone into the
business of recruitment foreign
students, often hiring
self-proclaim-

ed

professional recruiters not
associated with the school. Problems have arisen however, where
these recruiters have employed
unethical and frequently illegal
means of "rounding up" international students.
Whereas many colleges are just
beginning to establish recruiting
programs for international students, Wooster has been involved in
it actively since 1972 when Karen
Lowe came to the college as an
associate director of admissions
and specifically as the coordinator

Cleveland Orchestra ReturnsTuesday
Wei,W
WOOSTER, OHIO
Tickets
are stiH available for the Cleveland
Orchestra's March' 6 concert in
McGaw ChapeL The 8:15 p.m.
event will feature Joela Jones as
piano soloist and Guido Ajmone-Marsa- n
as conductor.
A native of Miami, Miss Jones
made her debut at age 12 with the
Miami Symphony Orchestra. She
performed with the Eastman
Philharmonic and the Rochester
Phflharrnonic while at the Eastman

School of Music.
Miss Jones holds a Master of
Music degree from the Cleveland
Institute of Musk, where she

n

1

structured changes in the

Wooster Defeated in Finals

The Fighting Scot basketball
team's dream of an OAC playoff
title was shattered Monday night
as they lost the championship
game for the third year in' a row,
to Wittenberg University at
Otterbein College.
jump shot by
A

Lx

studied with Arthur Loesser and
Victor Babin. She first played with
the Cleveland Orchestra under
George SzeO in a program of
American music sponsored by the
Rockefeller Foundation, m 1972

she became principal of the
keyboard instruments section,

playing piano, organ, harpsichord,

and celesta.
Her New York debut was with

Arthur Fiedler and the

Opera Orchestra.
She has been soloist with the
orchestras of Chicago, Detroit,
Metropolitan

Philadelphia, Houston

Boston.

and

With husband Richard
... t. t
ceuisi, sne a memoer or ine iww
Cleveland Consort, a Cleveland- based chamber music group
comprised of Cleveland Orchestra
members.
Scheduled for performance at
the March 6 concert in Wooster
are "Mother Goose Suite" by
Ravel, "Rhapsody on a Theme of
Pagarurtt" by Rachmaninov, and
Shostakovich's "Symphony No.
5."
Tickets may be purchased at
Wooster Music Center, Lowry
Center, or from area ticket
representatives.
jt--hi-J-

r.'

.

of international admissions. In
1973 Lowe began the first of many
trips abroad when the European
Council of International Schools
organized a recruiting tour for
admissions people from top universities and colleges, aimed at
international
and
American
schools abroad. The purpose being
to add diversity to the campuses
with both foreign students and
third culture students who are
Americans abroad in American
schools and who intend to go to
American colleges.
After the fourth trip of this
nature, Wooster had recruited
some twenty students. Lowe explained that although the number
of students man seem small, it
takes time to build up confidence
and trust in a country for a school.
By the fourth trip Lowe found that
she was more effective on her own
and decided to travel independently after the group tour in
Greece and Iran.
-- ti
u fall
i the
1977, Lowe made
In
ofi it
an eight week world trip, concentrating on South East Asia and the
Orient as well as continulnt
relations with Greece and Iran. The
visibility results of Lowe's efforts
are shown in the number of foreign
countries represented at Wooster.
Sixty-fivfrom 50
students
different countries is a dramatic
change from the ten foreign
countries represented at the college when she came in 1972.
While striving for a geographically diverse population, the college
e

cont'd, on pg. 6
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VOICE Editor Sells Out
by Doug Pinkham

.

r

Semesters and Quarters
It was pretty ridiculous of us to
get upset over something like an
academic calendar, wasn't it? Both

semesters and quarters are great
their duties and give way to the
Maybe we could alternate them
young,
aggrssive, - concerned
and keep everyone happy.
underclassmen who are ready to
Arti Kropp and SAB
take on the system. If you read the
Well, Arti, you did it You finally
VOICE every year at about this
got us our rock concert I think this
time, youll notice that the Editor
kind of effort deserves special
inevitably uses the opportunity to
recognition, since "We had certainget in hisher final cannon-round- s
ly heard about the lack of them
at the "beaurocratic stupidity" the
enough times from enough peo"dogmatic driver and, of course,
ple." I bet you and Hal knew all
the "autocratic
along that it would work out in the
which often occurs at the College
end, didn't you?
of Wooster.
John Carwfle and SAB FUm
But one criticism I've heard hi Committee
the past year is that we spend too
This entry may seem out of
much time dwelling on all the bad
place with the
because
aspects of Wooster. "Why don't
we never criticized the SAB Film
you ever write something positive?
Committee. The problem is that
people ask us. Why don't you
John Carwile and Dave GiUiss
ever say anything favorable about
have been bugging me for six
anyone or anything?" "If that's
months now to tell everyone what
what you want," I tell them, "You
a wonderful Job they're doing.
can read the Alumni Magazine or John even bribed me with a free
Wooster Reports." But perhaps we poster and let me borrow a film
may have been a bit too critical. So,
one evening for a private showing.
instead of getting in my final jabs, So, fellows, let me just say that in
m take this time to say some nice all my years of going to movies, I
things about certain people and
have never seen a more brilliant
organizations that have been trying schedule of movies than I have
to get us to say nice things about
seen at Wooster this "administrathem for as long as I can
tion, I have to admit, is probably
remember.- the best that Western civilization
Mike Petrella & Student
has witnessed.
Government
Hows that, guys? Are you
What can I say, Mike? You
satisfied now?
people have done a helluva Job
So much for the integrity of the
this year with all your committees
press.
and work on the visitation proposal
and everything. I'm sorry we could
never find room for your "Letter
Something esle I've always
From the SGA President" column wanted to dp is to publish an issue
in the VOICE, but I'm sure your
of the VOICE containing nothing
work has been duly appreciated.
but rejected letters to the Editor.
The Curriculum Proposal
Space does not permit the fulfilGosh,
what
a wonderful lment of that fantasy at this point,
proposal. I've never seen such but I would like to print one letter
critical inquiry and expression!
that was sent to us last year after
The Code of Social Responsfcffity we ran a servey about the Wooster
I've always like the idea of bus system.
"Social responsibility" better than
"conduct" Just as Dean Plusquel-le- c Dear Editor
said in the Wooster Reports, "In
I am concerened about your
the context of a concern for the lack of respect of the Wooster
consequences of each individual's rapid transit system. Ot roc
actions, our. community should the mere fact that a town the
attempt to provide opportunities
size of Wooster has a bus
for all of its members to develop as system at all is impressive, to
persons who may act say nothing of the relatively
sensitively and confidently in the
cheap price for students. 15
contemporary world." I love to cents for a ride down town is
minimal when compared with
hear talk like that
--

i

Every year at about this time, if
youKsten carefully, you can hear a
collective sigh of relief as the heads
of student organizations finish up

,

narjonai government sponsors
and supports such programs as
Amtrak. Even your choises for
your second question show a
btatent predigidtce against this
community public service

program, your question

narrow-mindedne- ss

rest-mai- nly

.

self-relia-

nt

WOOSTER VOICE
Published weekly during the academic year by the students ot the
College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are
those of the staff alone, and should not be construed as representative of
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the price of a taxi. I am amazed
that you have the gall to accuse
the bus system of not bents
able to keep a time schedual.
when you consider that our

--

independable?" What happened to choises such as
"extremely dependable?1' The
fact that, many people have
missed the bus. Indicates that
the bus system runs as dose to
schedual as possible. In short,
the Wooster Bus System is run
as a ptublic service for the
cortununhy. Even during the
bOzard jthe Wooster Bus
'System did a surpurb job of
maintaining scheduals. If
college students wish to make
use of this public service that is
their option, however, the
VOICE has no right to criticise
such a fine operation.
After signing his name, the
student then included a postscript:
"Note: I don't care if you print this
or not, but if you do you might
exert the effort to correct the

speUingr
Aside from the novel spellings
and word usages, the writer allows
us to make several conclusions
from his letter:
1) Students are relatively cheap in
Wooster (which is nice to know if
you are in the market for a
.

student)

2) Buying a taxi is more expensive
(when compared to a 15 cent bus
fare).
3) If "the feet that many people
have missed the bus indicates that
the bus system runs as close to
schedual (sic) as possible.'' then
one may conclude that the ideal
bus would be completely empty.
The ideal bus system, then, would
consist of a fleet of empty buses.
If that letter is the result of a
liberal education, perhaps we
should all be conservatives.
Finally, let me say that, despite
the headaches that come with the
job, I have enjoyed the opportunity
to edit the VOICE this past year.
Thank you, staff people, for
your hard work and patience,
patience.
A
SpecialI thanks goes to Mary Arm
Woodie, who survived three years
on the paper with me: Greg
Stolcis, who, indeed, has provided
some good insight into Wooster
problems; and Jim Wilkins, whose
1

-

incredible responsibility allowed
me to forget about sports

altogether.
And thank you, readers, for
your criticisms and comments
about the VOICE not that I'm
really going to miss them next
quarter.
I wish the best of kick to the new
editor, whomever she may be.

Stolcis Hangs 'Em Up
Indochina pale in comparison to
visitation. Our concern should not
be restricted to our own lives, or to

by Greg Stolcis
When I realized last week mat
my tenure as Voice News Editor
was almost over, and that this
would be my final piece of the year,
I was hit by a sudden sense of
panic. What to write about and
how to do so without sounding as
though I had the exclusive patent
on editorial insight were my
primary concerns. I quickly drew
the conclusion, however, that it
was far too late in the term to

reveal some scandalous

Wooster itself. The truly

concerned individual focuses her
attention on the direct and the
indirect. In the end, the two are

occurrence via this article. It is not
that scandal might not be
occurring; rather, I am too far
behind in my IS, and a bit too old to
' be playing Jimmy Olson, cub
reporter. The topic then had to be
a "safety," one of those beauties,
' such as
Truth, or Mom, Apple Pie
and the American Way, that
journalists
ramble about on
occasion. When it came to me, it
was not accompanied by a
crescendo of trumpets, or any
other such melodramatic device.
Rather, the topic, responsibility,
came out of a reflection of our
present situation, at Wooster, as
well as in the world at large.
To be responsible, you have to
be concerned. You "gotta give a
damn," as the saying goes. Too
often, this concern can assume a
very narrow profile, and we all
start to become preoccupied with
relatively trivial matters. JS and
Law School acceptances begin fo
matter more than some of the
problems, such as sexism, and
student discontent, which beset
us. Wooster itself looms larger .
than it really is, or better yet,
should be seriously perceived.
Hence, the problems in Iran and
--

.

acceptable.

--

.

;-

meet.

Undoubtedly,

there are other
of a responsible
perspective. Let us all be reminded
then, of the critical challenges that
face this college, in and out of
Wooster. Let us meet these
challenges, bearing in mind that
we are all affected, and therefore,
components

should all.be involved.

UUIT VvfllllllV'llVtV'U
culture. 2) (The College should)

Dear Editor,

Recently MEN'S TABLE sent an
open letter to the faculty and EPC
which included the following statements: "In order to guard against
an almost exclusively western,
white, male curriculum, we encourage the following steps. 1( The
Policy Committee for the Core
Studies Course should include a
minority person and a feminist so
that the new syllabi of the two
required courses for New Students
reflects cultural perspectives different than a white, male, western

'urge students

especially
graduating seniors
to prepare
soon for - our Spring Quarter

activities.

Our schedule of recruiters

iru-hu-

t.

r
..w

r--.

.

a.

i

and Mentor, Mount Vernon and
LaKewood schools.
April 21 is Wooster's Second
Annual Women's Career Day.
Women will have the opportunity
to speak informally with women
experienced in many career fields

and interview

businesses
social

and

service

graduate schools.

.

Auschwitz.
Finally, responsibility implies
comrnitrnent. A cornrnitrnent to
change, to rectify the wrongs
which plague this society and this
college. This commitment must be
made with complete sincerity.
Otherwise, it becomes a cheap,
phony - imitation of necessary
concern, and makes a mockery of
the challenge it has set out to

provide workshops for faculty and
administrators to sensitize them to
sexism and racism. 3) (Monies)
should be allocated for faculty
development to update their
knowledge of new work in their
fields and to employ a feminist
instructional development person
to aid faculty in raising questions
which have previously gone unasked in their respective fields. 4)
(The College should) raise money
for library acquisitions of minority
feminist writings and research."
The letter from MEN'S TABLE
further states that "We, as males.
ciicrw4 rf
to

a a
Prm
a.tyMahave
for
Day
and Career
mxr7
r
r Recruitment
ruiuuijiaiNrHceiiKiu
wiu t'tuiin, umi,
:
r
woicci
Service assists students in defining
themselves in relation to careers
and acejuiring skills necessary, to
effectively organize their futures.
We have many opportunities
planned for Spring Quarter and

Refusing to

ackrowtedge the problems of the
world, and of this college
community, simply perpetuate,
not eliminate, the problems. The
danger lies in the inherent threat
that thinking of this type could
become more widespread man it
already is. In past generations, it
was found in such places as.
Hiroshima, My Lai, and

PAmmnnlnrl

TVTaOn'c
TcaKlaV
JL
a.wa

CfttHonfc
rPPSw I Tvrroc w..w...vj.

.

inseparable.
Responsibility . implies awareness. We all must objectively
assess the situation around us,
and formulate our responses
accordingly. We can HI afford to
indulge in playing the ostrich any
longer. The age old alibi of "I did
not know," is simply no longer

with major

corporations,
agencies, and

,

--

.

(,

IZtfS

tion, control, the natural order ot
the universe, and other western
traditions. We expect to be responsible participants in the reordering
of these basic precepts of learning
and knowledge."..
The Women's Resource Center
appreciates and fully applauds this

effort by MEN'S TABLE to draw
attention to the fact that in almost
every area of the humanities and

cont'd, on pg. 3
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"Renascence" Recreates
Life's Joys and Fears
by Lisa Vkkery
As a word "Renascence" means
"a new birth or life," as a play it
of life.
represents a

involved in a conversation with an
invisible person and then we hear
her voice speaking out from the
total darkness on stage.
"Renascence," which was The set helps to reinforce the
performed at the College this past idea that the childhood and the
Wednesday, is not' a play in the past have an effect on the meaning
truest sense of the word, but of a person's present existence.
rather a dramatic reading with The stage in itself represents the
props. It is not based on action, stages of life with four elemental
points on one set. The left side is
but is idea oriented instead.
"Renascence" was conceived, marked by a desk, representing
arranged, directed and acted 'by the present adulthood and on the
Vicki Greene, a senior speech right stands a couch of childhood
major. It revolves around the joys and youth. In the background sits
and anxieties that accompany the a rocking chair of motherhood and
different roles women take on old age and a bare stool in the
during their lifetime. Through the forefront provides a neutral and
exploration of these emotions and ageless area. Around the stage
phases comes an understanding of there are props that remain
self identity. While it is the unhandled throughout the show.
movement and vocalization of one The toys and an apron, exist as
;woman, the universality of what components of the past. AD of
she does and feels represents all these objects exist as memory and
help to complete the woman's life.
women.
In "Renascence" Ms. Greene
For her production, Ms. Greene
chose selections of poetry, prose has tried to stay away from an
and dramatic excerpts written by extreme feminist perspective,
black writers. While some of the which she does quite successfully.
selections are more poignant than Her production takes a black
others, most of them are apt and perspective first. Ms. Greene
flow with insight and emotion. The stated that while the black woman
is oppressed for being female, she
when considering how many is "first oppressed for being
sources they were chosen from. black."
The play is not exclusively black
Ms. Greene stated that the goal of
her production is to "leave people, or female. It deals with the
male and female, thinking that is common reoccurring questions of
enough." It is aimed at helping the loneliness and love, the
viewers "come to grips with what exuberance of dreams embraced
they are and how their childhood and the crushing blow of dreams
self-realizati-

V
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l
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VICKI GREENE REHEARSES for her final performance of "Renascence" which will be this
Saturday evening at 8:15 p.m. in the Shoolroy Theatre. Photo by Greg onion.

Newly Appointed THISTLE Editor
Plans Expanded Literary Magazine
Diana Lutz, a senior art history
major, has been named Editor of
THISTLE, the College of Wooster
literary magazine, and will be
completing this year's issue during
Spring Quarter. ."Since there is
only one issue this year instead of
the usual three," she said, "I hope
this one will be a more complete,
inclusive representation of student

.

relationships." This is a period of
examination of her past lovers,
most of which were only half of a

relationship. These
scenes showed the struggle of
understanding these relationships
enabling her to break from them.
The memory progresses to
marriage and motherhood; again,
reflections on joy, disappointment
and sorrow. Yet, even in the midst
of remembrances of failures and
heartbreaks, she says, "mere is
lop-side- d

always something left

to love."

That statement comes to be the
hope of "Renascence."
"Wrinkles should indicate
where smiles have been," is the
opening statement on the last
phase of the woman's life. Fear of
ang and the paranoia of rejection
caused by being old are the
problems the woman now faces.
At the end of the performance a
conclusion is reached that mere is
no fife in a lone existence.
Emotions must be reflected off of
someone else.
The voice of the play shifts as
the reading selections glide into
one another.. Sometimes the
'speaker acts as a narrator, then
offers a contemplative soliloquy.
Turning around she is then

work."-

-

Lutz plans to include a variety of
literary work - including short
stories and poetry and a variety of
visual artwork which will include
drawings, prints, and photography.

the Shoolroy experimental

theatre. Tickets are $1 for
students and $150 for general
admission.

Commended
Open Letter to EPC
necessary io aeai
me complex
cont'd, from pg. 2
witn

social sciences,

problems rooted in the questions
of culture, caste, class, race, sex
and nationality. We endorse the
steps proposed by MEN'S TABLE
and. encourage faculty to consider '
the seriousness of the lack of a
wider perspective in the present
curriculum changes.

and in some of

the
the sciences as well,

feminist
scholarship has been reinvtgorating
because it raises questions about
longcherished assumptions and
patterns of organization of knowledge.'
When women were less numerous and less vocal on college
campuses than they are now,
curricular change could be discussed without specific reference
to their lives and their needs. Now
that we are in a period of change
we must seize the opportunity to
go forward with women's lives and
women's work clearly in view. The
Women's Resource Center strongly urges that faculty and EPC
consider integrating within the
entire curriculum, a feminist perspective and that the College takes
upon itself the responsibility for
providing future generations with
information and

Magazines

Greeting Cards $

9

details.

Center

Amandla Auditions
To Be Next Week
Auditions for Amandla, a three-ac- t
drama written by Armetta
Jefferson, will be held March 5 and
7 at 7 p.m. and March 6 at 4 pjn.ni
Freedlander Theatre. The pfey is
set in South Africa and examines
the apartheid government now in
existence. There are eleven
characters: seven black South

Africans,

four white South

Africans.

Market

262-515-

Quarter.
All pieces should be submitted to Box 3191, co
THISTLE. The deadline for submissions for the 1978-7issue will be early next quarter. Watch for further

The Women's Resource

CITY
NEWS
S.

You are encouraged to submit your original art and
literary work for consideration to THISTLE.
THISTLE, Wooster's literary magazine, is comprised
of poetry, prose, photography, prints, and drawings,
and will be published in a single issue during Spring

ADVERTISEMENT

LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK

1

will give

manner,

no deadly medicine to anyone V asked, nor suggest such counsel, and in fike
uriB not give a woman a pessary to produce abortion.
Oath of Hippocrates

I

ABORTION FACTS

It was repulsive to watch live fetuses being packed in ice while still moving and trying
be excused from
to breathe, then beaM rushed to a laboratory." Upon her request to
helping with such abortions, she was threatened with being fired, harassment,
mtirrodation, restrictions in assigned duties" and finally quit her job.
Testimony, Mrs. W. Pick, anaesthetist
--

Pennsylvania Abortion Commission

WAYNE COUNTY RIGHT TO LIFE BOX 835, WOOSTER, OHIO
264-528-

9

Presnastcy' Aid
EMPAC Emergency
FREE Pregnancy Hotline

MANSFIELD

1-419-52-

she determines that, "perceptions
are not of things, but of

Trie second and last performance
of "Renascence" will be tomorrow,
Saturday, March 3 at 8:15 p.m. m

t

1

Newspapers
Smoke Shop

4-1372

remembering adolescence with all
of the growing pains of crushes,
concerns with physical appearance and her craving for attention.
AQ insecurities and doubts take
over her personality.
. Proceeding to her older youth,

Frustrations and joys are known

to aD, regardless of sex or color.

1-800-34-

.

that have been shattered.

To accomplish these goals, the
page size and the volume of the
THISTLE wffl be expanded. "Increased page size allows for more
variety in layout, and is more
conducive to longer literary pieces
like short stories," said Lutz. "The
volume size will be increased

4-7211

has shaped them."
The woman is portrayed by
Vicki Greene. She is the only
character and she is nameless, but
in her narnelessness she is able to
take on me name of every woman.
She begins her reflection on fife
with memories of childhood, the
good and the bad times and the
treatment she received from her
peers. After a blackout, she is

because it will be the only issue
published this year.
The deadline for submissions is
early in Spring Quarter, which
allows students to assemble their
work over break and during the
first few days of the quarter. "We
would like a magazine with
representative material from aD
four classes," she added. "Then
well be able to put together a
collection
that' reflects student
talent and ability."

"Ideally, Yd like to have a good
balance between the visual and
literary aspects of the magazine,''
she explained.

Piko'o Peak
Camora Shop
IN THZ RAM AO A INN

-

When you get dug out, come on down.
Lot's of new goodies!
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Frick Museum Welcomes New Curator
by Diana Lutz

Edher deVecsey, a new and
vibrant personality on campus has
recently arrived to fill the position
of Curator for the Frick Art Center
Museum
of the College of
Wooster. Starting in February with
a two year contract, Ms. deVecsey
has begun to work on a collection
of over 7000 art objects.
The collection is made up of
thirty years of art donations made
to the College for educational
purposes. In addition to famous
John Taylor Arms Collection of
4000 prints, includes a contemporary print collection, and objects
from the Near East (Iran and
Greece), Far East (China) and

Several of the pieces in the College
have begun to deteriorate due to the less than desirable
storage conditions in the museum
over the past thirty years: As a
result, they now need special
restoration work, a procedure
which will require additional funding and attention.

order to obtain support and
funding for future operations of the
museum, and to publish a catalogue of the museum's holdings,
Ms. deVecsey also plans to make
In

collection

further contacts with federal agencies and organizations. To accomplish the whole museum program
for which she has been hired, Ms,

13 r

prints are of great value and
interest, Ms. deVecsey feels the
need for the promotion of the.
museum and its collections and
has assumed that responsibility.
Her first duty, however, is to get
"the house in order." The objects

be inventoried and

registered in an organized fashion,
a task which has never been
accomplished, because, notes Ms.
deVecsey, the museum has never
curator." She also
had a
indicates that both President
Cope land and Edward Cerne have
been instrumental and extremely
full-tim-

e

in securing the

helpful

improvements

NEW ART MUSEUM CURATOR, Eater deVecsey looks
forward to the challenge of organizing and restoring the
college art collection. Photo by Amy Sancetto.
deVecsey estimates "a minimum
of two years.
In the future Ms. deVecsey
hopes to "involve the community"
and "would like to see the students
using the collections with the
proper safeguards and security." In
the meantime, she is looking for
student help in organizing and
caring for. the collection. The
students would be "trainees in
museum methods, who would
profit from the experience." A
minimum of 15 hours of work per
week would be required.
Ms. deVecsey comes to Wooster
from Los Angeles where she has
spent much of her time in the last
few years. A native of Hungary,
she earned from UCLA her BA in
Art Education, her Museum Certificate under a Smithsonian Train-- '
ing Fellowship, and her MA after

THE U.S. NAVY HAS FULL SCHOLARSHIPS
INCLUDING STIPEND AVAILABLE.
FOR
MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
MEDICAL PROGRAMS REPRESENTATIVE
16101 Snow Rd., Brookpark, Ohio 44142
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Monday thru Thursday 11.00
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Society
in
Program
Students are assigned internships
in a variety of locations. (These are
subject to change but include
Washington, New York City and
Camden, N.J. Over a dozen are
available.) Internships offered include Common Cause. Bread for
the World, Mental hospitals and
day care centers, Housing is not
provided and full credit is received.
Cost is Wooster's tuition. Contact
Glen Bucher.

Chompogno
Soft Drink and Ico

H
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cont'd, on pg. 6

International Development Seminar At American University in
Washington, D.C Includes paper,
seminar work and internship.
Expenses total $2488. Contact
Gordon Shul
Oak Ridge Science Semester
Designed to allow undergraduates
to study and to do research at the
frontiers of current knowledge. In
Cumberland Mountains In Term.
Research in both natural and
social sciences. Open to Jr.Sr.
Social or Natural majors. Housing
not provided. Cost $1775. Contact
William Kieffer (Science) and
Gene Pollock (Social Science).

Ethics

DRIVE THRU

Boor ond Win

jT

Ask About Locals and Compacts
Outside HY. State Only

spending one year in Italy and
London on a Van Riemsdyck
Foreign Study Grant She has
since worked at the' Los Angeles
County Museum of Art, the Ace

COLO

There IS a difference!!!
For Information PImm Call:

.

Newberry Library Program
In Chicago. Fourteen week research fellowship at the Newberry
Library. Research is organized
around a specific topic each term.
Students are provided housing
near the library and are given a
transportation fee. Rent is approximately $350 and is not included in
the fee. Contact Henry Herring.

DlttO'S

H'GE

NATL DENTAL BOARDS NURSING BOARDS
Fteiible Programs A Hours

371-003-

Mid-We-

Drew UniversityUN. Semester
in. New York, includes seminary
work, one paper and course work
at Drew.. University. Cost is
approximately $2977.50. Contact
Gordon Shull.
Washington Center for Learning
Alternatives In Washington, D.C.
Student is assigned internship in a
governmental or public interest
agency. One course per week.
Prerequisite: Two courses in Political Science including 101. Contact
Gordon Shull.

Since many Wooster students
express interest In
study each year, the VOICE
presents the following listing of
programs offered in the
United States. Several weeks ago
we published a similar listing of
foreign study programs. Contributing Editor Tracey Dils has
compiled this feature, which includes costs and requirements of
the programs.
off-camp-us

Going on to Medical School?

place here."
"The work is engrossing," she
later added. "The challenge is
overwhelming and it is exciting to
be faced with a clean slate situation
where I am the professional who
can organize. I enjoy organizing." ft
is not unusual for Ms. deVecsey to
spend eighteen hours a day in the
museum.
Among her many interests, Ms.
deVecsey enjoys parties, reading,
cooking (Italian and Hungarian
cuisine), collecting clothing of the
1940's and travel. She plans to
travel in the
since her
knowledge of the States thus far is
limited to the East and West coasts
by her work in Los Angeles and
New York. She especially wants to
get to know the areas surrounding
Wooster. "The Amish fascinate
me," she says. Because of her
interest in design, she wants to see
many of the antique and modern
farm implements used in the area,
which she finds to be visually
satisfying. She is also very involved
in the relationship between art and
technology. She is aware of what
industry can do for art today and
what it contributes to the community it serves. Having a large plant
like Rubbermaid in Wooster allows
for various possibilities in art,
according to Ms. deVecsey.
Ms. deVecsey indicates that she
will miss "Monday evening at the
roller skating rink" where she

Study Programs in U.S.
off-camp-us

ATTENTION SENIOR!

or Call

to be much more productive," she
says. "I felt they really needed me
and I would have a meaningful

lift

necessary for the

storage areas. Temperature,

humidity and atmosphere controls
will be installed, along with a more
reliable security system, all of
which are crucial for the proper
preservation of valuable art
objects. Ms. deVecsey explains
that she wants "to get a really
professional museum going."
Ms. deVecsey will also be linking
up with the art conservation
facilities at Oberlin which, she says,
will be a "definite, logical step to
upgrade the collection and put it
into a professional framework."

free-lanc-

n

Africa.
Since many of the objects &

must

Los Angeles, and the
American Institute of Graphic Arts
in New York. Her last year and a
e
half has been spent in
work in Los Angeles organizing
exhibitions. A particularly interesting exhibition coordinated, by Ms.
deVecsey was a set of monumental tapestries which were contemporary reproductions of paintings by
Max Ernst
When asked why she has come
to Wooster, Ms. deVecsey explained that she was "immediately
visually attracted to the environment" She finds Wooster to be a
"very romantic setting" much like a
Grandma Moses painting. She
speaks of Los Angeles as a "tinsel-towexistence" or "never-neve- r
land" which she found to be
amusing for a while." But the
climate in Wooster reminds her
more of her native Hungary-Ms- .
deVecsey was also attracted
to Wooster by the "warm and basic
human values which in large areas
like New York and Los Angeles
can very easily be forgotten." She
appreciates the "willingness and
interest of the people to help each
other" here at the College. The
alienation in a place like Los
Angeles she finds to be counterproductive. "I work better in a
human atmosphere and find that
Gallery in

Ph. 2624444

Arts Program In New
York Apprenticeships in a variety
of artistic fields including the visual,
performing and literary arts. Housing is not provided. Informational
meeting to be held this quarter.
Contact Becky Seemaa. Cost is
Wooster tuition.
Urban Quarter Experience in a
variety of fields in Birmingham,
Ala, Portland, Ore., San Diego,
CaL, Philadelphia, Pa. and St
Louis, Mo. Includes work in
Environmental Planning, media,
social sciences, economics, law and
Sodal action. Housing is not
provided. Cost is Wooster tuition.
Prerequisite Urban Studies 101.
Contact Ray Day.
G-L.C-

A.

--
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Moffett Hectares on Energy Conservation
those conserving energy, of all views, the Congressman opened
Much
are aware of how much electricity forms, should be rewarded instead up the period for discussion.
the audience participated in
The Congressman further per kilowatt hour that the fixture of having to suffer in other areas of of
pointed out mat our government will use. Lastly, more money is their life because of it. "The sharing ideas and questions with
problem, however, comes back to Moffett, one question being,
is, however, utilizing methods of being put into other types of power
conservation which save millions such as solar, wind, and the citizens' negativism toward "What is being done to introduce
of barrels of oil every day. He geothermic energy. Along with government and the disbelief in other forms of energy such as
acknowledged the government's these points, Moffett did dwell on the need to conserve," offered the coal?" Moffett explained that the
"This is why delayed emergence of these other
conference with Detroit Auto the U.S.'s tremendous waste of Congressman.
Firms, which proposed that each gasoline. "How can we conserve energy is being wasted in many forms of energy is a result of the
car get 27 miles per gallon of gasoline without rationing or areas where it could be "mixed signals" that citizens have
been receiving. "Industries are
gasoline. In addition, appliances
raising the price to $2 per gallon?" conserved," he added.
because one minute they
confused
After a half hour of offering his
such as refrigerators and stoves, he asked. In Moffett's opinion
are told that there is plenty of oil
and the next minute they are
asked to conserve," said Moffett.
The congressman also attributed
ments of his previous recording, produce a controlled, yet powerful the lag in utilizing coal to the fact
by Greg Stolcis
recording.
that coal will increase air pollution,
"Foreign Affair."
If you're not a Waits buff, save
You can not be neutral about further and added some
and therefore simply shift the
your money, "Blue Valentine" is problem to another domain of
Tom Waits. You either love him or accomplished, jazz sidemen.
you hate him. His voice reeks of Guitarist Roland Bautista offers not for you. However, if you do society. After the hearty
bargain scotch and too many some elegant, but resoundly funky appreciate the individualism, style discussion period, the CongressHis seedy work, as he shines especially on and charisma of Waits' work, give man made a Lowry pit stop to
Camel
appearance certainly adds little to "$29.00" and "Red Shoes By The "Blue Valentine" a listen.
answer further questions.
his appeal. Yet, his albums, with Drugstore." Equally impressive
their imaginative arrangements are drummer Chip White and
and their haunting lyrics, are some saxophonist Frank Vicari; two of
of ' the most innovative and the Emmissions, who lay down a
creative recordings in contemsuperb background effect for
j.R.R.
rr
porary music.
Waits.
Waits' latest, "Blue Valentine,"
As refreshing as Waits'
is no exception. This is probably arrangements are, his genius lies in
recording, his lyrics and his style of singing.
Waits' finest
although his double live album, Waits' lyrics are rich with
"Nighthawks at the Dinar"
lines, and combined with
surpasses them all. "Blue his sometimes tough ("Romeo is
Valentine" combines the bleeding"), sometimes, tender
REGULAR SHOW.. 700 and 9 15
lyrics of Waits' ("Kentucky Avenue") and
commanding
Time"
"Closing
albums,
("Christearlier
ADULTS $3. 00.. JUNIORS $100
sometimes sentimental
and "Small Change," with the mas card from a hooker in
prices down when we can not even
control our own."

by Robin Wilson
Anthony Moffett, a three year
democratic Congressman from
Connecticut, is currently serving
on two major House committees:
Interstate and Foreign ComOperations. In 1977, Moffett was
named to serve on the ad hoc
energy committee which drafted
the final House version of the
Carter energy plan, and was also
appointed to prepare the
final-Congression-

al

energy legislation
for President Carter. These two
positions give him an
tive outlook on energy, the subject
of his talk to the College of

Wooster on February 26.
Bad weather conditions brought
Moffett to the college 45 minutes
late, causing the gathering of

students and community
relatively

"Blue Valentine" Reviewed
non-filter-

members in Mateer to be
small. Moffett first spoke of the
prevailing apathy and negativism
that he believes citizens feel
toward government programs and
politicians. "People are told every
day that the government is
corrupt, on television and in the
press," he claimed. Moffett
currently holds "open office
hours" in large Connecticut
shopping malls where citizens are
able to . give suggestions and
criticism or just talk to the
congressman on a personal basis.
"We must somehow get rid of that
negativism and talk about what the
government
can do," urged decided
Moffett.
Moffett paralleled his talk to the

similar frustrations and

that citizens feel
with governmental inflation
programs. He laid down four
major prospects, health, housing,
food, and energy, on which
citizens spend the most money,
and thus,' where
.programs are most needed. The
representative took up the last of
these points and asked, "What can
the U.S. do about the OPEC
countries' raising trie price of oil?"
He expressed that currently many
believe that the U.S. is at the total
mercy of these countries.
According to Moffett, the OPEC
countries are laughing at the U.S.
for being so vulnerable and not
taking action to somehow bring
the price of ofl down. "My
suggestion is not to use armed
forces, but to exert political
leverage on these countries,
allowing the reduction of the
prices they demand from us for
oil," he proposed. Another
obstacle that Moffett pointed out
is in stabilizing our own ofl prices.
Unless the president holds it, the
present control on oil prices in the
U.S. will go off in May. According
to Moffett, U.S. oil companies are
exerting a tremendous pressure to
let their costs rise to the foreign
cartel prices. "If mis happens,"
pointed out Moffett, "we will hear
the OPEC countries asking us
how we can ask them to keep oil
discouragement

on
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Scot Matmen Consistent

As expected, wrestling

Wallace in the form of 67 points,
good, enough for a strong second,
Host Mount Union produced,
three individual champions but
came away with third place, thirty
points behind the leader.
Kipp Grubaugh's first round
class was
victory in the
the only one managed by any
Wooster wrestler, as the Scots
finished in the cellar with four
points.

paid off for

The matmen ended the season
dual meet record.
with an

-

by Hank Sperry

The College of Wooster

wrestling

team closed

but a

disappointing season in'
disappointing fashion, finishing
dead last in the Ohio Athletic
Conference Championships held
last weekend at Mount Union
College in Alliance.

powerhouse Muskingum took top
honors with 87 points. Consistent
VTestling
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1

adds the stipulation that no more
than 15 students from any one
country be on campus at any one
time. This is to encourage the
international students to mix with
the other students. Presently the
largest number of international
students are from Greece, with
nine. Wooster's goal is to have ten
per cent of all the freshmen classes
be international students. If this can
be maintained then ten per cent of
the student population in the
will
future
international
be
students.
Lowe is the sole recruiter for
Wooster which is unusual for a
college and is even more so
because she is related to the
college through the admissions
staff. Locating schools to visit,
people to contact and evaluating
each applicant's record, along with
conducting a personal interviews
and keeping in touch with the
international students here on
campus is all part of her work.
Wooster is very selective in
choosing international schools to
visit Lowe bases her choices on a
number of items: catalogues with
information concerning academic
rating,
from
recommendations
students at Wooster and ratings
from the Institute of International
Education.
She
concentrates
largely on the international schools
because of their strong academic
records and their , English background and requirements.
At each school she visits, Lowe
presents a slide show and talk
about Wooster, along with a brief
talk on education in the US and
the liberal arts school in particular.

The remainder of her time - is
divided between conducting personal interviews with interested
students and conferring with counselors. The benefit of this approach
rather than with the groups
approach is that the students are
provided with immediate contact
Lowe goes on to say that
"International students are starved
for information on American
Colleges.' An example of the
impact that Wooster's' recruiting
has had can be seen in Iran.
Lowe's contact with Iran has
resulted in more applications from
its International Community school
than any one high school in the

US.
Internationa) students wishing to
attend Wooster must take the Test
of English as a Foreign Language
(TOEFL), which is a test of written
and oral communication designed
'
specifically for foreign students. A
score of 500' is the minimum
acceptable score for all foreign
applicants to --Wooster, which is
comparable to most other schools.
Lowe points out that most students
at Wooster score 550 or 600,
stressing also that most international students who enroll at
with
Wooster are
often high scores on the SAT as
well as the TOEFL.
well-qualifie-

Financial
for
requirements
foreign students consist of their
being able to meet half of their
'
educational expenses per - year
which amounts to $3500. Unless a
student can provide proof of this
he win not be accepted regardless
of his academic standing. Without
the declaration of their financial
status, the college win not send the
student an
form which enables
the student to apply for a visa.
International
students
are
eligible for financial aid and about
55 per cent of them use it
according to Lowe. Foreign
students complete a special financial aid form, made by the College

.

1-- 20

;

"

d

Board Scholarship, instead of the
usual FAF forms which American
students, both here and abroad, fill
, t
. it
.
i
t'
our. . nowever.
nnanciai
aid
ine
packet itself is identical to those of
the American students,, consisting
of grants, loans and campus

employment
Lowe emphasized the Wooster'
recruiting program is designed to
make the college a more integrated
communikty and give students an
international perspective to prepare for the future. A student who
graduates from a leberal arts
college without an international
perspective is not reaay to emer
the 21st century, asserts Lowe.

Foreign and U.S. Elections Compared
by ADus Papademetriou

The student elections at The
College of Wooster give to us the
occasion to write this article, and
as last year the opportunity for

comparison between the student

elections in Europe and here.
We do not want to criticize the

procedure of the College

elections, but we wish to illustrate
some of the differences which
exist between the spirit of the

elections as well as the procedure
of both elections.
The main characteristic of the
European student elections is in
the participation of political
parties. This makes the European
S.GA elections very different and

political ideologies and principles. the governments.
Characteristically
different is
The student. body is aware of
these political ideologies and pays the way, in which the student
careful attention to which elections in the two continents
organization they cast their vote take place. On this campus, the
for, because it makes a great student elections do not seem to
be very active or serious; whereas,
difference whether the organizamore important than the tion is socialist or fascist, for in Europe S.G.A. elections are
American, where politics do not example.
almost as serious as the general
enter at
In Europe, political
At The College of Wooster, elections of the country. In some
parties exist in the universities as individual candidates do not cases, the preparation starts a
student organizations. In this way, emphasize their personal political month in advance. The student
the student groups have specific tendencies; instead, elections political organizations
publish
seem to depend on innovative their manifestos and distribute
ideas regarding the function of them among the students.
S.G.A. on the campus. Thus, it Enthusiastic
discussions
take
her interest Her main objective is makes no difference whether one place for entire nights in meetings,
"to try to get the collection into or the other win the elections, where the student organizations
shape," she says, acknowledging because both are oriented on the analyze their programs. Disputes
the Challenge. "I hope this mu- same basic principles which limit among the students are not
seum in time wiO be able to take its their powers. .
unusual, and all the walls of the
place with other professional InstiAnother difference between the university and the buildings in the
tutions. I wffl put my heart and soul two elections is that the European surrounding area are covered by
and sweat into itT
S.G-has actual political power posters with political propaganda.
We would like to ei this article
both in the administrative level of
the University and among the using again the last paragraph of
student body. They can organize our last year's article on the same
strikes, massive marches and topic.
"The above findings do not
protest " groups which may
potentially affect both the prove that the one method is
University as well as in some cases better than the other, but we feel
that the conflicts that exist in the
student bodies of Europe assist, in
a way, future civilization, art and
:: philosophy. Of course, conflicts,

al

New Curator Appointed
cont'd, from pg. 4

discoed to pop music at Sherman
Oakes Lanes in Los Angeles, and
also the variety of films that were
available to her in the city.
However, she believes that her
work in Wooster win more than
adequately occupy her time and

TUESDAY
NIGHT
IS

COLLEGE

A.

disputes and strikes are

NIGHT

detrimental to any country, but in
the long run they help to shape the
counties character. Let us
remember that it was Europe, with

4

its conflicts, oppositions,

H

1

frustrations, and vendettas where
all the great inventions in
ii civilization, art, philosophy, and
even the capitalistic system which
governs the U.S.A. were created."
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Cageirs
by Deb Berg

(7-6-

-

28-2-

defense.

-

.

The resulting 28

turnovers, along with OWU's 51
shooting performance, helped
sink the Scotties,
Kragalott led all scorers with 27
while two other Battling Bishops
68-4-

when starting

guard Jean

Campbell sprained an ankle when
Super-su- b
fouled driving-fo- r
a lay-up.

9.

--

Greco and 14 from Wiewall in the
losing effort
Monday the Scotties played
their third game in five days and
trounced visiting arch-riva- l

3.

continually changing defenses. At
18:30 the Scotties received a blow

7,

.

39-2-

State Tourney at

,

:

68-4-

Emiteir

Scottie defense ignited and held
OCD at 28 while die offense
supplied seven points, pulling
at
Wooster to within five,
the buzzer. .'.
Wooster came out strong in the
second half, confusing OD by

The Scottie round bailers )
had a hectic but fairly successful
final week of the regular season,
losing to Ohio Wesleyan but
defeating Ohio Dominican and
Ashland, all at home.
Thursday found Wooster taking
it on the chin,
compliments
of a surprisingly strong OWU (15-1- )
squad. Wooster hung close
throughout the first half, despite
the efforts of OWU's Arden
Kragalott's 18 first period points.
The curtain came down at
intermission with the Scotties
trailing
The second half was much the
same as the first? as Wooster
refused to believe the theory that
you can't throw over a taller zone

'-

Judy Miller came off the bench
to shoot the charity tosses. Miller
canned the first but her second
shot caromed off into the hands of
teammate Laura Page who put it in
to tie the score at 30.
The lead changed hands eight
times within the next twelve
minutes. At 3:43, Wooster's Ann
Cleary passed off to Val Walton
underneath to once again tie the
l.
game;
The two connected
again on the next trip down the
floor, putting- - Wooster ahead to
stay,
Walton then added the
next two Wooster scores on
offensive rebounds. The next
minute and a half consisted of a
parade to the foul line until Cleary
stole the ball and scored at the
buzzer, raising the final score to
49-al-

7.

51-4-

hit for double digits. The Scotties

were led by Pat Buda's 12. They
also got 1 1 from Laura Page and 10
from Val Walton in the losing
effort.
Saturday Wooster got back on
the winning track, coming from
behind to defeat Ohio Dominican
College. 63 52.
OD started fast and held a
lead at "3:50, behind the strong
board play of Tanya Wiewall and
the' outside scoring of Marilyn
Greco. Just before halftime, the
--

63-5-

9.

2.

The Scotties played well and
subs Miller and Rose Mickley
performed particularly well when
called upon in the clutch. Cleary
led all scorers with 22, followed by
Page with 15 and Walton with 10.
Dominican received 16 from

16-2- 8

Ashland,
-

70-5- 4.

Wooster led right from the start,
advantage
jumping out to an
before the Eagles ever got on the
8-- 0

board. With 12 points from junior
wing Pat Buda, the Scotties
continued to increase their lead
right up to the halftime buzzer,
advantage into the
taking a
locker room.
The second half was much like
the first with the Scotties scoring
virtually at will. The Eagles were
obviously hurting due to the
benching of several starters for
training rule violations. Wooster
coach Nan Nichols substituted
liberally throughout the second
half as all 10 healthy Scotties saw
action.
42-2- 0

Wooster's dominance in

rebounding

advantage) and

(51-2- 9

superior shooting

(44-34-

)

coupled with excellent defensive
play were the keys to the Scottie
victory. Walton led an scorers with
18 points while pulling down 13
rebounds. Page, who exited the
game in the second half with a

slight shoulder separation,

11 points and a game
high 17 rebounds. Buda, Cleary
and Miller all finished with 12
points. Ashland's" Linda Venson
and Carol Gadanac scored 14 arts
12, respectively, for the losers.

contributed

Cagers Finish 2nd in OAC
cont'd, from pg.

1

27-2-

4.

72-4-

Dixon
with the Scots ahead
finished with 18 points while Jim
Burns had 16 and Backus added
82-5-

Wooster jump on Heidelberg
from the very start and within four
minutes had built a 167 lead. The
Scots controlled the tempo of the
game and their pressure defense
rattled the Student Princes.
During the first half, Heidelberg
shot just 25 percent from the field
and was outrebouhded by the
smaller Scots
In the second half, the Scots
hot 59 percent and kept up the
pressure as Heidelberg all but laid
down and died. Coach Al Van Wie
began clearing his bench midway
through the half with the Scots
holding a 26 point lead,
Fortunately for Heidefoerg, they
were put out of their misery six
minutes and three seconds earlier
6.

than scheduled when a power
forced
failure at Baldwin-Wallac-e
cancellation cf the final 6:03 of play

.

10.

0.

-

"No question that the

Heidelberg game was by far one of
our finest," Van Wie said. To take
a team like Heidelberg and have
them by 32 points with six minutes

left in the game is an
--

accomplishment."
The Scots got off to another fast
start against Wittenberg, though it
took both teams several minutes
to shake the championship game
jitters. At the 11:45 mark a jump
shot by Gib Tecca gave the Scots
a 15-- 8 lead.
"We jumped on them from the
start." Van Wie said. "We were
really ready to play." Unlike
Heidelberg, however, Wittenberg
showed too much dass and talent
to be blown out Wooster

remained in command by taking

advantage of Wittenberg's

turnovers and poor shooting.
Wooster's biggest lead was 12
points,'
with 3:55 to play in
the half, but Wittenberg cut it to
at the half.
"Our biggest problem is that we
33-2-

1,

36-2- 7

got into foul trouble," Van Wie
said.
Agler drove the length of the
court and hit the winning basket in
Wittenberg's
semifinal win
over Capital- - Against the Scots he
finished with 22 points. Burns had
61-6-

14

0

to top Scot scorers.
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Pleased with the final outcome,

Nichols said "I can't even
remember the last time we beat

That's All, Folks
bvJlmWadne 7

This is my last issue and last story as sports editor of the Wooster
Voice. (Please hold down the applause) Starting Spring quarter Hank
Sperry will inherit the job while I retire to a life of leisure in my final
quarter at Wooster.
Let's face it, Hank. You 11 have the easiest job on the whole damn
Voice staff. The other editors are invariably criticized in letters to the
editor for being either too biased or too critical, too conservative or too
radical. However, in one year as sports editor, no one has directed a
nasty letter at me. If I can do it, anyone can.
You know why the job is so easy. Hank? The sports teams. This
campus may abound in problems of one kind or another, but the quality
of Wooster's sports teams, both men and women, certainly is not one of
them.
Admittedly, you may be skeptical after having covered the Scots'
winless wrestling squad all winter, but that's an exception to the rule,
honest. Let's look at the record.
Monday night when Wooster's men's basketball team lost the Ohio
Conference championship game, there were a lot of disappointed people
on campus, myself included. But there are twelve other teams in the
OAC who would have loved to be in Wooster's shoes. The Scots have
the best record in the OAC over the last three years and who can
complain about that?
The men's swimming team just placed second in the OAC for the
fourth consecutive year behind the Kenyon Lords, who have not been
bested in 26 years. Over Spring break the Scots should finish among the
best Division CI schools in the nation.
The soccer team had a mediocre won-los- s
record in 1978 but
came against large, scholarship-grantinschools. They had it
when ft counted and came away with their second straight OAC title.
Only a miscarriage of justice kept them out of the NCAA tournament
.

then-losse- s

g

again this year.

Getting the picture, Hank? 'Wait, there's morel I haven't even
mentioned our great baseball and golf squads yet. Both were second in
the OAC during my year as sports editor, and that was even a step down
from the golf team's accustomed finish. The golfers also finished eighth in
the nation.
Remember, Hank, the women demand equal time (and coverage), and
based on their successes of the last year they richly deserve it.
The Scottie tennis team had a 1 record, was crowned state
champions and finished 11th in the nation competing against
predominantly scholarship schools.
The always powerful women's swimming team had a
record and
finished third in the state. The volleyball team was fifth in the state and
9--

9-- 1

had a fine 16-- record.
Wooster's other men's sports arc aO respectable or better (O.K.,
Hank, maybe not wrestling) and next year the football team could very
well move from respectability to excellence. The other women's sports
can all boast .500 or better records with the exception of the lacrosse
rebuilding year.
team, which suffered through a
title for
Last year the men's teams won the Ohio Conerence
overall excellence and they stand a good chance of winning it again this
8

1-10-

year.
So, Hank, all this sports success should nr. ake your job easy, but keep
two things in mind. First, though it's more, enjoyable to watch and write
about a winner, it's also more difficult to do them justice. Secondly,
success can too easily be taken for granted by fans, so try to make them
appreciate the success of Wooster athletics.
It's a tribute to Wooster's coaches and players that they are such
mentality that would be so
winners while still avoiding the
contrary to the spirit of Wooster's liberal arts education.
In the four years I've been at Wooster, the athletic programs have
improved considerably (I'd like to believe there's a cause-efferelationship here, but I doubt it). So who knows, Hank, by the time you
leave three years from now, Wooster might even have a wrestling team
worth bragging about, and you can claim your prodding pen helped.
win-at-all-c- ost
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Tankers O AC Runners-M- o
by Brenda Luger

"It was the best

come-fro-

m

behind performance I've ever

seen."
The words of coach Bryan
Bateman describe the finish of the
men's swim team at the OAC
championships last weekend.
The Scots went into the final
night of the meet 26 points behind
Oberlin, but got together to pull to
a second place finish behind

Kenyon.

During Thursday
.

night's

competition, senior Mark Pruiss
grabbed a second place in the 200
individual medley in a national
qualifying time. In the 500
freestyle, Stan McDonald hit the
wall third while Jeff Strater
touched for an eleventh place and
Rick Andrew took twelfth. Jim
Lutz was the only Scot who placed
in the 50 freestyle finishing eight in
that event. The highlight of the
evening for Wooster was the 400
medley relay team of Mark
Horner, Ray de la Pena,
McDonald and Pruiss who finished
in a national qualifying second
place.
The Scots opened Friday night's
finals with another second place,
national qualifying finish from
Pruiss, this time in the 400
individual medley. Lutz, Strater
and Andrew followed with an
finish in the 200 freestyle.
Stan McDonald grabbed a third
in the 100 butterfly. The 100
backstroke was strong for the
Scots with three men in the top
8-91-

twelve. Horner led the team with a
fourth place while Steve Schobert

eighth and Dave

touched

Uns worth followed with in ninth.
The 100 breaststroke was a
threeScot race as well with Jim
Janasko pulling in third, de la Pena
taking a fourth and Shuster taking
eleventh. The Scots 800 freestyle
relay team closed the evening with
a second place.
On Saturday night, a total team
effort was vital for the Scots if they
were to pull to second, and they
demonstrated their unity from the
first, when the entire squad
marched onto the pool deck in
Wooster kilts playing the Seven
Dwarfs' song on gold kazoos.
Then the Scots went to work--.
Jeff Strater started it all off with an
exciting victory in the 1650
freestyle. The sophomore swam a
solid race to qualify for nationals in
the 1000 and win the 1650 for the
second consecutive year.
Stan McDonald was the other
Wooster swimmer with an OAC
victory, as he dominated the 200
butterfly. In the 100 freestyle Lutz
was the lone Scot qualifier with an
eighth place finish and in the 200
backstroke Horner hit national
standards with a fourth while
.

0

WOOSTER, OHIO
The
College of Wooster track team
turned in its most impressive
showing of the indoor campaign
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"The significant point of the
whole meet was that we worked
together to accomplish a goal,"
stated Bateman. "The team has
come from being a set of individual
efforts to being a' complete team
effort."
But within that group effort
there were some outstanding
individual performances. Andrew,
Lutz, Horner, McDonald, Pruiss,
and Strater all qualified to swim in
nationals in Genesco, N.Y. the
weekend of March
.

15-1- 7.

Saturday afternoon, sweeping a
from Kenyon and
Muskingum. The Scots finished
with 76 points, Muskingum, 53,
and host Kenyon, 40.
1 thought it was a great meet,"
coach Jim Bean said. "Obviously
it's nice to win and the fact that we
were really pulling together as a
team made a difference in our
performances.'
The Scots had to play catch-u- p
after Muskingum took a
lead through the first five field
events. Wooster did not score in
the long jump or pole vault, but
junior Ron Austin cleared 6-- in
the high jump, good for first place,
and junior Todd Lamb uncorked a
in the shot
lifetime best of 47-- 1
put for a second.
Wooster started the running
tri-me- et

20-pot- nt

2

'2:

I

1

FRESHMAN DAVE DORINSKI anchored the Scots' victorious mile relay team last Saturday at Kenyon. .

events off in impressive fashion,
winning the 880 relay by five
seconds in 1:37. Junior Keith Allen
was second in the 600, 1:22, and
Jeff Pepper
senior
second in the mile, 4:42.2.
The Scots won seven of the final
co-capta-

in

eight running events after

sophomore Tim Jackson's victory
in the
dash (6.10). Junior
Bo Loeffler's 53.1 in the 440 led a
Scot sweep of the first three
places. Freshmen Dave Dorinski
and Wayne Chalfant were second
and third respectively.
Sophomore Kevin Quinn won
the 1000 in 2:26.7 while senior Jim
Wilkins was second in 2:28.5. The
Scots had only one entry in the
junior John Carwile, but
he won handily in 10:02.8 to give
edge over
the Scots a
55-yar-

two-mil-

d

e,

54-5- 2
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breaststroke 'were invaded by
black and gold as five Scots were
in the top twelve. Janasko hit the
wall second followed by Pruiss in
third and de la Pena in fourth. John
Shaw pulled in sixth and Shuster
touched at eighth.
In the diving, Adam Grossberg
was fourth in the three meter
board and fifth in the one meter
board, while Jim Lewis finished
ninth off both boards.
The Scot 400 freestyle relay
team added the icing to the cake as
they closed the competition with a
national qualifying second place

Muskingum.

Wooster's lead was padded in
the last three events. Freshman
Keith DeBoard placed first in the
300, 34.7, while Dorinski was
second, 35.8, and Jackson third,
36.6. Pepper recovered from his
second place mile finish to win the
880 in 2:06.1 while Chalfant was

third.
Wooster had the meet in hand
before the final event, the mile
relay, but the Scots' Loeffler and
Dorinski ran as if their lives
depended on a Wooster victory.
Wooster trailed Kenyon by forty
yards after the first two legs but on
the third leg Loeffler closed within
ten yards and Dorinski made up
the difference on the anchor leg to
carry the Scots to a
10-yar-

d

victory in 3:44.1.
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